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• designed to generate texts that appear to be produced 
by human authors

• probability-based

• GPT = Generative Pre-Trained Transformer

• GPT-3.5

GPT – Large Language Model



• AI chatbot based on GPT

• uses NLP to generate text in response to user prompts 
(Mindner et al., 2023)

• trained using feedback by humans

• sometimes gives answers that sound plausible but 
are incorrect

ChatGPT – Chatbot



Which language tasks can ChatGPT perform?

translation summarizing answering questions text generation



Detecting text 
generated by 

ChatGPT
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Detecting ChatGPT by Layout and Font

Punctuation: Vertical apostrophes and quotation marks (even when copied)

● […] perceived as "mad" or "possessed."

(vs. “mad” or “possessed”)

● […] the struggle between one's human and 

animal instincts. 

(vs. one’s human and animal instincts)



Detecting ChatGPT by layout and font

List structures with capitalized headings: What are cultural
theories about werewolves?

1. European Folklore: In European folklore, particularly in regions like France and 
Germany […] 

2. Spiritual and Magical Origins: Some cultural theories suggest that the 
concept of the werewolf may have roots in […] 

3. Psychological and Symbolic Interpretations: From a psychological 
perspective, the werewolf myth can be interpreted as […]



Verbatim repetition of titles and key words

In recent years, online learning has gained immense popularity, and for good reason. This

modern approach to education offers a myriad of benefits that make it a superior choice

compared to traditional classroom learning. Among the many advantages of online

learning, three stand out: flexibility, personalized learning experiences, and cost-

efficiency.

Prompt: […]

flexibility, personalized learning experiences, and cost-efficiency



Verbatim 
repetition of titles 

and key words



Genre conventions and stylistic devices

ChatGPT seems to rely heavily on (genre-specific) stylistic devices.

Alliteration

• Title: The Digital Dance of Dating: Unveiling Tinder's Charms
• In the contemporary landscape of love, online dating platforms have become 

the new frontier, and among them, Tinder stands out as a prominent player. 

Metaphors and similes
• landscape of love
• leveling up in the quest for love 
• getting that Super Like feels like scoring a touchdown 



ChatGPT frequently gives inaccurate answers and sometimes 

even freely invents them.

Factual inaccuracy

Prompt: What do these three terms mean in corpus

linguistics: semantic prosody, semantic preference,

semantic exuberance



Semantic Prosody: Semantic prosody refers to the consistent, often subtle, 

connotations or associations that a word or phrase carries in different contexts. 

It is concerned with the overall "feeling" or tone that a word or phrase imparts 

when it is used. For example, the word "freedom" may have a positive semantic 

prosody, as it is often associated with positive or liberating connotations in 

various contexts. Conversely, the word "bureaucracy" might have a negative 

semantic prosody, as it is often associated with negative or stifling 

connotations in many instances. Semantic prosody is identified by examining 

how words or phrases are typically used and the attitudes or emotions they 

tend to convey in context.



Semantic Preference: Semantic preference relates to the tendency of certain 

words to co-occur or preferentially appear alongside other specific words in a 

language corpus. It involves identifying which words often appear together due 

to their mutual associations or semantic relationships. For example, the word 

"computer" might have a semantic preference to cooccur with terms like 

"keyboard, " "mouse, " "software, " and "monitor." By analyzing these co-

occurrence patterns, linguists can gain insights into the typical word 

combinations and associations within a language. (-> collocation)



Semantic Exuberance: Semantic exuberance is a concept that deals with the 

degree to which a word or phrase is rich in its potential for various meanings or 

connotations. Words that exhibit semantic exuberance can be used in a wide 

range of contexts and have multiple meanings or connotations. These words are 

often versatile and adaptable. For example, the word "set" can have various 

meanings depending on the context, such as "set the table, " "television set, " 

"set of instructions, " etc. It is a versatile word with semantic exuberance 

because it can be applied in many different ways.



Follow-up prompt:

Does the concept of semantic 
exuberance really exist in corpus 
linguistics?



I apologize for the confusion in my previous response. The term 

"semantic exuberance" is not a standard concept in the field of 

corpus linguistics or mainstream linguistic theory. I made an 

error in including it in my explanation. I appreciate your patience 

and understanding. The concepts of semantic prosody and semantic 

preference are well-established and commonly used in corpus 

linguistics to analyze word and phrase usage in context. […] These 

are valid and recognized concepts in the field of linguistics. […]



Lack of referencing
(Cotton et al., 2023)

• Checking for sources and citations as chatbots 

struggle with producing correct quotes.

• However, it depends on the students’ ability to 

prompt the AI. 



Prompt

Write a 200-word description of semantic preference and

use academic sources.

vs 

Write a 200-word description of semantic preference and use

academic sources. Use short references according to the APA7

style and provide full bibliographical references

after the summary.



Semantic preference is a linguistic concept that pertains to the inherent associations between
words, their meanings, and the contexts in which they are typically used. It refers to the tendency
of words to co-occur with certain other words, conveying specific connotations or shades of
meaning. This phenomenon is essential in understanding the intricacies of language and how
words are not isolated entities but rather interconnected in complex semantic networks. One
prominent source in the study of semantic preference is the seminal work of linguist Zellig
Harris, who introduced the idea of distributional analysis. Harris argued that words that share
similar distributional patterns, or co-occur in similar contexts, are likely to have related
meanings. This approach laid the foundation for many modern computational techniques in
natural language processing, like word embedding models. Moreover, the concept of semantic
preference has been further explored in the field of psycholinguistics, where research
investigates how humans process language and make predictions about upcoming words based
on the context. Cognitive scientists have used techniques such as eye-tracking and
neuroimaging to gain insights into the real-time processing of semantic preferences during
language comprehension. In sum, semantic preference is a crucial element in understanding the
interconnectedness of words and their meanings. It plays a fundamental role in both linguistic
analysis and the development of computational models for natural language understanding,
enhancing our comprehension of how language functions in our minds and in the digital realm.



Semantic preference is a crucial concept in corpus linguistics that examines the inherent associations
and tendencies of words to co-occur with specific lexical items in natural language. It plays a pivotal role
in understanding how words and phrases interact within a linguistic context, shedding light on the
nuances of language usage and the underlying semantics. This phenomenon is fundamental in revealing
patterns of collocation and providing insights into word associations and their context-based meanings.
Numerous studies have delved into semantic preference, employing large corpora for analysis. For
instance, Sinclair (1991) highlighted that "collocation, " or the co-occurrence of words, is central to
understanding word meaning and the contextual relationships between words. Researchers like Evert and
Krenn (2005) have extended this by applying statistical measures to investigate semantic preference,
emphasizing that it helps uncover both syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationships in language. In the
field of corpus linguistics, the examination of semantic preference through collocational patterns offers
valuable contributions to lexicography, language teaching, and the enhancement of natural language
processing systems. By identifying the typical companions of words, this concept allows for a deeper
understanding of word usage in different contexts, aiding in language comprehension and generation.

Evert, S., & Krenn, B. (2005). Methods for the Qualitative Evaluation of Lexical 
Association Measures. Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Language 
Resources and Evaluation (LREC 2006), 1289–1292. 

Sinclair, J. (1991). Corpus, Concordance, Collocation. Oxford University Press.



Tips for teachers



How to prevent students from
cheating with ChatGPT

• Require students to submit drafts (ChatGPT/Cotton et al., 2023)

• Highly specific assignments based on topics and concepts dealt with in 
class 

• Assignments that require referencing, specifically italics

• Discussion of topics and events that arose/happened after 2022 (paywall) 

• Students need to be prepared to defend their arguments in class



How to prevent students from
cheating with ChatGPT

• Plagiarism detection software: e.g. ZeroGPT, GPT-2 Output 

UseDetector Demo

➢ However: moderately successful (ChatGPT/Cotton et al., 2023) 

• Set clear guidelines for the use of AI (e.g. up to 15% AI-generated 

text allowed as long as it is clearly marked/indicated)



Potential for 
teacher support
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Feedback



ChatGPT feedback

Can provide feedback according to a user’s 

specifications (e.g. assessment scales).

Feedback on 
the content

Feedback on 
organisation 

aspect

Feedback on 
language aspect



● Prompt: Give me critical feedback on the 

following text.

● Even better: Provide constructive

feedback/criticism on the following text, 

highlighting areas for improvement.

Effective feedback prompts

(Pollin, 2023)



One suggestion for improvement could be to further clarify the 

structure of the essay by using subheadings or transitional phrases 

to indicate the change in focus from the first reason to the second 

reason and from the discussion of the argument to the 

counterargument. This would make the essay easier to follow and 

better guide the reader through the writer’s thought process.

ChatGPT: Feedback example on the organization of an 
argumentative essay

(Guo & Wong, 2023)



ChatGPT: Feedback example on content
(Student opinion essay)

Prompt: Give critical feedback on the following essay 

according to these five criteria: Content, Organisation

and Cohesion, Vocabulary, Grammar and Language Use, 

Mechanics (e.g. punctuation, spelling, capitalization). 



ChatGPT: Feedback example on content
(Student essay)

• Strengths:

• Your essay clearly presents a stance on the topic: children

below the age of 18 should not be allowed to undergo cosmetic

surgery.

• You've provided three distinct reasons supporting your

argument.

• The essay has a clear introduction, body, and conclusion.



ChatGPT: Feedback example on content
(Student essay)

• Areas for Improvement:

• The essay could benefit from incorporating more evidence or

examples to strengthen your points. For instance, you could

include specific cases or studies that highlight the risks or

ineffectiveness of cosmetic surgery in teenagers.

• Elaborate on the point about therapy being a more effective

solution. Providing more detail on why therapy is beneficial would

enhance your argument.



Same prompt, different feedback types



ChatGPT: Feedback example on language
(Student essay)

Prompt: Point out and suggest corrections for all the 

language, grammar, tense, spelling, capitalization, and 

punctuation mistakes in the following essay. Also point 

out and suggest corrections for incorrectly used linking 

phrases. Do this in bullet point format. 





ChatGPT feedback: Strengths and limitations

Mostly reliable

+ content and overall organization

+ spelling mistakes

+ commas

+ syntax (allowing it them; should not be permitted)

+ verb complementation (allowed receiving to receive)

+ obvious logical inconsistencies (not immature enough)



ChatGPT feedback: Strengths and limitations

Usually unreliable

- linking phrases

- capitalization

- use of tenses

- agreement (this trait in young people indicates)

- possessives (teenagers’ )

- word choice (complications can raise arise)



Workshop
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Workshop:
Language detectives

Identify which of the articles (if any)

was written by Chat GPT and which by

a student of English.



ChatGPT: Prompts for the article

Prompt 1: Write an article of about 900 words about online dating,

using Tinder as one example. The writing style should be that of an

undergraduate student, but the article should not be focused on

students specifically.

Prompt 2: Please rewrite this article to be a bit witty and somewhat

less formal.
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